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Catalogue of presents for corporate 
and diplomatic customers





The offer of My Poland for corporate and diplomatic customers is created for those who
are looking for gifts with distinction, class, originality and of exceptional quality, for their
business partners and clients. 

We suggest that you choose from artisan products; traditional, made by handicraft masters, or 
modern, to the fabrication of which we have invited talented Polish designers and young artists. 

We particularly recommend our products as gifts for those who are not Polish because they bring 
the Polish culture and Polish traditions nearer to them.

In our offer, you will find:

‐ Christmas and Easter presents, offered in 
readymade sets or prepared according to 
your particular order, or

‐ Gifts for other occasions – universal sets 
made to set forth the traditions of some of 
the regions of Poland, and the most beautiful 
Polish handiwork products, as well as 
presents taken from our offer of tailormade 
presents.

Welcome





Christmas sets

Sets of unbreakable Christmas Tree 
ornaments executed using the 
method of decoupage by
contemporary artists. The Christmas 
Tree ornaments are adorned with 
motives inspired by popular art. 
We propose two readymade sets. 
The offer is valid until the stocks are
exhausted. There is a possibility 
of commanding a greater number 
of sets, we only have to be given 
the command on three months’ 
notice.

Easter sets

We propose two readymade
sets of Easter eggs, in traditional and 
modern patterns (four eggs in each set 
are offered). There is a possibility 
of commanding a greater number
of sets, we only have to be given
the command on three months’
notice.

Christmas and Easter presents





We can prepare sets of ornaments or Easter 
eggs in the colours of your company, adorned
with a motive that you can choose from our 
patterns. 

If we are given a minimum of a threemonth
notice, we will be able to work with the artist 
to prepare your ordered ornaments or
Easter eggs with your logo.

The tailor-made offer





For gifts celebrating other occasions such as a 
visit of a guest, a birthday, a name’s day, an
anniversary of collaboration, or the execution 
of a contract, we recommend that you 
consider readymade sets of absolutely 
beautiful handmade artisanal products from 
different regions of Poland.

Pearl of the North – serviettes (Kashubian 
embroidery), Kashubian ceramics, and 
a snuffbox.
Pearl of the South – serviettes: lace from 
Bobowa and Makow embroidery, regional 
Easter eggs, colourfully-painted wooden 
horses, and pipes.
Pearl of the East – grey pottery, dualwarp
tapestry, Kurpie Region paper cutouts.

You may compose your set by yourself or choose 
from our readymade products. We recommend you 
particularly:

‐ the Makow and Kahub emboidery (tablecloths 
and sets of atblecloth + serviettes),

‐ Kurpie Region and Lowicz Region paper cutouts
‐ lace from Koniakow and from Bobowa
‐ decorative fabrics
‐ snuffboxes
‐ pipes
‐ grey pottery

Gifts for special occasions





The offer of My Poland includes exclusive 
products, recommended as gifts for special
occasions. Such gifts are collector’s items, 
perfectly made by renowned handicraft masters, 
often treasured as prizes in contests and raffles. 
Treasured by gift recipients as well are 
personalized items, whose size, form, colour 
and pattern can be tailored to your needs. We 
can customize your gift by adding a monogram, 
name, date or a short dedication. Every product 
is carefully and beautifully wrapped. If an order 
exceeds 100 items, we can prepare the 
wrapping in the colours of your company or 
organization. 

To order customized gifts, we ask that you 
contact us minimum three months beforehand.

Presents for VIPs





My Poland is committed to providing you professional service.

‐ Our staff members have solid business experience as well as familiarity with diplomatic protocol;
‐ Examples of diplomatic and corporate customers with whom we have had the pleasure to work 

are: the Embassy of the Polish Republic in Canada, the Embassy of the Polish Republic in the 
United States, the Embassy of the Polish Republic in Iceland, the Embassy of Ireland in Poland, 
the Permanent Representation of the Polish Republic by the OECD, Elemental Holding S.A,. and 
Dachser LLC;

‐ Thanks to our practice of working only with experienced and reliable transport agents, we are 
able to deliver our products to you quickly and efficiently on an almost worldwide basis;

‐ Not only are our products awarded a certificate of originality, but we cooperate only with 
renowned artists, which guarantees the quality of each order.

Cooperation





We invite you to contact us at the following 
address: mypoland@mypoland.com.pl, 
or by phone at number: +48 503 175 956. 

It would be a pleasure to discuss our offer 
with you, and if you are interested, to 
prepare an offer tailored to your needs.

Contact us
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